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war  to allow Protestant ascendancy to continue in
the "region  where   Protestants were a  majority in
The original proposal of Ulster Protestants was that
the whole province should be separated from the rest
of Ireland and be governed as Ireland had been since
1800 directly from Westminster, After the war, this
plan was modified and in 1920 self-government was
extended to the whole country, but on a double basis.
Partition established two countries, of Northern and
of Southern Ireland. Northern Ireland was allowed
to define its own limits, excluding on the north-west,
County Donegal, and on the south, counties Cavan
and Monaghan, in ail which the Catholic element
largely predominated. But Tyrone and Fermanagh,
though in both of these Catholics outnumbered Protes-
tants by about ten in a hundred, were thrown into
Northern Ireland. In the other four counties, however,
the Protestant majority was so large that in the total
electorate Catholics were decisively outnumbered.
These concessions to the Protestant North were
violently resented by Catholic Ireland, and they led
to war. The Act of 1920 operated in Ulster, but was
a dead letter in the rest of the country. After two
years of guerilla warfare, a Treaty was signed by
which Great Britain gave to Ireland as a whole the
full rights of a Dominion. These powers greatly
exceeded those granted to Northern and Southern
Ireland respectively, under the Act of 1920. But it
was part of the Treaty that Northern Ireland should
be entitled, if it so chose, to retain its position as
separate and self-governing; subject to a revision^ of
the boundary, which was to be modified in conformity
to the wishes of the inhabitants.
The middle nation thus remains intrenched in power
over six counties : but with this difference even there
as compared with the past.   Property and power are
mainly in Protestant hands:  but where the Catholic
, occupies land, he has part ownership in it, and will

